
Organization of MDSE workshop 

•  5 days 
•  4 lectures: Thursday (21-1) morning, Friday (22-1) morning, 

Thursday (28-1) morning, Friday (29-1) morning 
•  Practical exercises in the afternoon (Thursday (21-1) afternoon, 

Friday (22-1) afternoon, Wednesday (27-1), Thursday (28-1) 
afternoon , and Friday (29-1) afternoon) 

•  Lectures: 
−  Mark van den Brand 

•  Exercises: 
−  Yaping Luo (Luna) 
−  Sander de Putter 
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Organization of MDE workshop 

•  Tooling 
•  Eclipse plus EMF 
•  Xtext and ETL 

•  Topics: 
•  Model driven software engineering 
−  Meta-modeling 
−  Model transformations 

•  Domain specific language design 
−  Syntax 
−  Semantics 
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Overview of workshop 

•  Model driven software engineering in general 
•  Grammars, signatures and meta-models 
•  DSL Design 
•  Model transformations and code generation 
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•  Models are used everywhere  
•  But sometimes hard to construct 

 

Model driven software engineering 
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Model driven software engineering 
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•  Models are abstractions of real life objects 
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Model driven software engineering 

•  Models increase the level of abstraction 
•  used for both hardware and software design 
•  often manually translated into design documents and code 
•  no guarantee for consistency between model, design and 

resulting code  
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Model driven software engineering 

•  Whole range of modeling languages are developed 
over the years: 
•  data oriented, e.g., E/R models, class diagrams 
•  behaviour oriented, e.g., use cases, state machines, 

sequence diagrams, activity diagrams 
•  architecture oriented, e.g., package diagrams, component 

diagrams 

•  Standardization initiative of OMG: 
•  Unified Modeling Language 



Model driven software engineering 

•  UML is unified: 
•  Class diagrams 
•  Object diagrams 
•  Use cases 
•  State machine diagrams 
•  Sequence diagrams 
•  Activity diagrams 
•  Component diagrams 
•  etc. 

•  UML is maybe too “universal” 
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Model driven software engineering 

•  Criticism on UML: 
•  It contains many diagrams and constructs that are redundant 

or infrequently used 
•  Problems in learning and adopting 
•  Linguistic incoherence 
•  Capabilities of UML and implementation language 
•  Dysfunctional interchange format 
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Model driven software engineering 

•  UML is maybe too “universal”: a general purpose 
modeling language 

•  Domain specific extension via: 
•  Profile diagram operates at the meta model level to show  
−  stereotypes as classes with the <<stereotype>> stereotype, and  
−  profiles as packages with the <<profile>> stereotype 

•  Meta modeling 
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Model driven software engineering 

•  What is a meta-model? 
•  A description of the abstract syntax of a language using 

modeling infrastructure 
−  Models are instance 
−  (Sentences, in EBNF terminology.) 

•  Abstract syntax 
−  Concepts, structures and constraints 
−  Not usually the tokens, lexems, symbols, etc. 
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Meta-Object Facility (MOF) 
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M3 
Meta-Meta-

Model Layer 

It defines structure of the meta-metadata 
It provides a meta-meta model at the top layer 

M2 
Meta-Model 

Layer 

It defines the structure of the metadata  
The M3-model is used to build meta models 

M1 
Model Layer 

It describes the data in the information layer  
The M2-models describe elements of the M1-layer  

M0 
Object Layer It describes objects or data in the information layer 

Conformance 
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UML  
meta-model 

UML class 
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Object 



Model driven software engineering 
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Model driven software engineering 

•  Meta-Object Facility (MOF) is the OMG standard 
 

•  EMF is the Eclipse implementation of MOF 
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Model driven software engineering 

EMF Model Definition 
•  What is an EMF “model”? 

•  Specification of an application’s data 
−  Object attributes 
−  Relationships (associations) between objects 
−  Operations available on each object 
−  Simple constraints (e.g., multiplicity) on objects and 

relationships, expressed in OCL 

•  Essentially the Class Diagram subset of UML 
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Model driven software engineering 

•  What does EMF provide 
•  Meta-model  
−  A general model of models from which any model can be defined 
−  Models, classes, attributes, relationships, data types, etc.  
−  Referred to as Ecore 
−  Ecore is just another EMF model 

•  EMF is used to implement EMF! 

•  Tooling support within the Eclipse framework 
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Model driven software engineering 

•  EMF is middle ground in the modeling vs. programming world 
•  Focus is on class diagram subset of UML modeling (object model) 
•  Transforms models into efficient, correct, and easily customizable 

Java code 
•  Provides the infrastructure to use models effectively in your code 
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•  EClass models classes 
themselves 
•  identified by name 
•  number of attributes 
•  number of reference 

•  EAttribute models attributes 
•  identified by name 
•  has a type 

•  EDataType represents 
simple types 

Model driven software engineering 

•  Simplified Ecore meta-model 
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Model driven software engineering 

•  Simplified Ecore meta-model 
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•  EReference models 
associations between classes 
•  identified by name 
•  has a type which must be an 

EClass 
•  containment attribute 

indicating whether the 
EReference is used as “whole-
part” relationship 



Model driven software engineering 

•  Classes, abstract classes and interfaces 

•  Attributes and Operations 
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Model driven software engineering 

•  Creation of abstract class 
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Model driven software engineering 

•  Associations in the meta-model: 
•  One way association 

 
•  Bidirectional association 
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Model driven software engineering 

•  Associations in the meta-model: 
•  Containment association 

•  Inherit association 
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Model driven software engineering 
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•  Examples of meta-models in EMF 



Model driven software engineering 

•  EMF is suited for modeling domain specific 
languages 
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Model driven software engineering 

•  What is a Domain Specific Language (DSL)? 
•  A DSL is a formal, procesable language targeting at a specific 

aspect of a system 
−  not necessarily Turing complete, e.g. HTML 

•  Its semantics, flexibility and notation is designed in order to 
support working with that aspect as good as possible 

•  “A language that offers, through appropriate notations and 
abstractions, expressive  power focused on, and usually 
restricted to, a particular problem domain”  
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Model driven software engineering 

•  How do we design a Domain Specific Language? 
•  Establish needed language concepts 
−  domain specific 
−  abstract 
−  corresponding semantics 

•  Graphical vs textual representation 
•  Develop tooling 
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Model driven software engineering 

•  Designing and implementing domain specific 
languages 

•  Domain specific Language (DSL) 
•  Designed by CS experts for use by non-CS experts 
•  Not (necessarily) universal (“Turing complete”) 

•  Tool perspective:  
•  Programming language independent (parametric) 
•  First a general overview, then introduction to specific 

technologies 
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Model driven software engineering 

•  DSL Design  
•  Language-driven approach 

resembles standard software 
development: 
−  Design is centered around DSL 
−  Stages: 

1.  Identification of problem domain 
2.  Identification of relevant concepts 
3.  Identification of problem space 
4.  Formulation of language definition 

These stages need not be executed 
sequential, but may be in parallel 
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Model driven software engineering 

•  Requirements for DSLs: 
•  Well structured abstract syntax/meta model 
•  Adequate domain concepts 
•  Unambiguous semantics 
•  Strongly typed 
•  Expressive 
•  Readable 



Model driven software engineering 

•  Domain Specific Languages may have different 
appearances: 
•  (built-in) libraries 
•  embedded 
•  extensions 
•  independent/external DSLs 



Model driven software engineering 
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•  Model driven software engineering offers 
•  Reduction of development time via increase of abstraction 
•  Increase of robustness via verification of models and model 

transformations 

•  However,  
•  efficient design of domain specific languages and 

corresponding tooling has to be implemented 

Model driven software engineering 



Model driven software engineering 

•  Steps in definition of DSL: 
1.  meta-model/abstract syntax 
2.  concrete syntax (textual/graphical) 
3.  static and dynamic semantics 
 
−  observation: these steps are iterative 

4.  tool development 
−  observation: enormous investment 

•  Focus on DSL implementation in meta-model world 



Model driven software engineering 

•  Examples of Domain Specific Languages 
•  An exhaustive list of DSLs is in fact impossible 
•  A try: 
−  HTML 
−  WebDSL 
−  SQL 
−  LEX/YACC, SDF 
−  DOT (GraphViz) 
−  Etc. 
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Model driven software engineering 

•  Example of a Domain Specific Language 
•  Specifying and Implementing the Controllers of Conveyor 

Belts 
−  We defined a domain specific language (DSL) for modeling 

communicating systems 
−  Stepwise refinement to adapt the characteristics of the 

communication channels to the Lego Mindstorms platform 
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Model driven software engineering 

•  State machine based 
•  combination of: 
−  graphical models and 
−  textual models 

•  conditional message 
exchange 
−  plus activities 



Model driven software engineering 
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•  Simple state machine meta-models 



Model driven software engineering 



SLCO Case Study 



SLCO Case Study 

•  Simple Language of Communicating Objects 
•  SLCO: describe concurrent, communicating objects. 

 
•  Goal: 

•  Specification  – Concise description of systems 
•  Simulation  – Executable models  (POOSL) 
•  Execution  – Code generation  (NQC) 
•  Verification  – Model checking  (SPIN) 



Model driven software engineering 

•  Modeling language support 
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Model driven software engineering 

•  Execution 



Model driven software engineering 

•  Simulation 
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Model driven software engineering 

•  Verification 
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SLCO Case Study 

•  Domain Specific Language 
•  Graphical + textual syntax 
•  Concurrent communicating objects 
−  synchronous signals 
−  state machines 

model LegoCase { 
  classes 
    Simple { 
      ports 
        Middle   Sensor   Motor 
 
      state machines 
        SM { 
          initial Start 
          state Running   Block 
 
          transitions 
            Init from Start to Running{ 
                send On() to Motor 
            } 
 
            Block from Running to Block { 
              trigger Block() from Sensor 
            } 
 
            Run from Block to Running { 
              trigger 
                BlockPassed() from Sensor 
              effect 
                send Off() to Motor; 
                send Block() to Middle; 
                send On() to Motor 
            } 
        } 
    } 



SLCO Case Study 



Purpose of the DSL 
One component 
 - 6 concurrent tasks 
 - 10 shared variables for 
    communication between 
    tasks (state machines) 
 - 425 lines of code 
   (including comments) 

  



Model driven software engineering 

•  Points made so far: 
•  Models are everywhere 
•  Models increase level of abstraction 
•  Concept of MOF and EMF 
•  Concept of meta models 

•  Documentation 
•  http://eclipsesource.com/blogs/tutorials/emf-tutorial/ 

•  Questions/remarks? 
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